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BEFOREAFTER

The Model 800 is designed to work with ATV’s, utility 
vehicles and compact tractors, so it is the perfect choice 
for anywhere sand cleaning is needed on a smaller scale.

Innovative “Lift and Screen” Process
The Cherrington 800 works like all the other Cherrington models.   The 
loading paddles convey the sand and debris up and onto the powered 
sifting screen. The debris is then loaded into the hopper or trash bags 
while the clean sand is returned to the beach.  

Interchangeable Screens

The Cherrington Model 800’s interchangeable 
screens allow you to adapt quickly to changing 
screening conditions.   The 1/2 inch (13mm) and 3/4 
inch (19mm) wire screens are standard and 3/8 inch 
(10mm) and 1 inch (25 mm) screens are available for 
special screening needs.

The sifting screens can be easily and quickly changed 
by one person in a matter of minutes with a few 
simple hand tools.

Quickly and efficiently remove sticks, stones, glass, litter 
and cigarette filters and leave behind beautiful screened-
clean sand on your public or private beach.
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Contact us for information on the complete line of 
Cherrington screeners, including large tractor models, high 

capacity self-propelled and other compact units.

Telephone: +1 (701) 952-0226  
Email: beaches@cherrington.net 

www.cherrington.net

Versatile Self-Powered Beach Cleaner
The Cherrington Model 800 is a self-powered beach cleaner so it can be 
pulled by almost anything.  We recommend a four-wheel drive ATV or a 
15-35 HP four-wheel drive compact tractor.   
A 6.5hp Honda gas engine powers the loading paddles and powered 
sifting screen.  An electrical connection is needed to power the control 
box that raises and lowers the screen and activates the screening 
process.
The Model 800 has a cleaning width of 36 in (910mm) and depth of 3 
in (76mm).  Dual gauge wheels insure accurate and consistent cleaning 
depths.Hopper and Optional Bagger System

The Model 800 comes standard with a 6.5 cu. ft. (.18 cu. m.) ground 
dump hopper which is ideal for piling loads of stone or seaweed for 
removal later.

For picking trash and light debris, we recommend the optional 
bagger system to allow the operator to easily dump into waste 
receptacles.  

You may also be interested in these Cherrington compact models:

 Remote controlled, 
self-propelled, 11hp 
Honda gas engine
 36” (910 mm) 
cleaning width
 3” (76mm)
cleaning depth
 Optional bagger 
system (like 800)

 Ground Dump or
 High Lift to 60" (1520 mm)  
 48” (1220 mm)
cleaning width
 4” (100 mm) 
cleaning depth
 Optional power roller
 Requires 30-45hp 
tractor, 3pt, 540 PTO
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